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We study some general aspects of triangular dynamical r-matrices using Poisson
geometry. We show that a triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g always gives
rise to a regular Poisson manifold. Using the Fedosov method, we prove that non-
degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrices (i.e., those such that the corresponding
Poisson manifolds are symplectic) are quantizable and that the quantization is clas-
sified by the relative Lie algebra cohomologyH2(g, h)Q(R. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, the theory of quantum groups has undergone
tremendous development. The classical counterparts of quantum groups
are Lie bialgebras [12]. Many interesting quantum groups have been
found and studied by various authors, but the proof of existence of quan-
tization for arbitrary Lie bialgebras was obtained only recently by Etingof
and Kazhdan [15]. For triangular Lie bialgebras, however, an elementary
proof of quantization was given by Drinfel’d in 1983 [13]. Drinfel’d’s idea
can be outlined as follows. A triangular r-matrix on a Lie algebra g defines
a left invariant Poisson structure on its corresponding Lie group G. By re-
stricting to a Lie subalgebra if necessary, one may in fact assume that this is
symplectic. One may then quantize the r-matrix by finding a G-invariant
f-product on G, of which there may be several. In [13], Drinfel’d identified
the symplectic manifold with a coadjoint orbit of a central extension of g
and then applied Berezin quantization [6].
Recently, there has been growing interest in the so-called quantum
dynamical Yang–Baxter equation (see Eq. (13)). This equation arises
naturally from various contexts in mathematical physics. It first appeared
in the work of Gervais and Neveu in their study of quantum Liouville
theory [24]. Recently it reappeared in Felder’s work on the quantum
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov–Bernard equation. It also has been found to be
connected with the quantum Caloger˚–Moser systems [2]. Just as the
quantum Yang–Baxter equation is connected with quantum groups, the
quantum dynamical Yang–Baxter equation is known to be connected with
elliptic quantum groups [22], as well as with Hopf algebroids or quantum
groupoids [17, 18, 39, 41].
The classical counterpart of the quantum dynamical Yang–Baxter equa-
tion was first considered by Felder [22], and then studied by Etingof and
Varchenko [16]. This is the so-called classical dynamical Yang–Baxter
equation, and a solution to such an equation (plus some other reasonable
conditions) is called a classical dynamical r-matrix. More precisely, given a
Lie algebra g over R (or over C) with an Abelian Lie subalgebra h, a clas-
sical dynamical r-matrix, is a smooth (or meromorphic) function r(l) : hg 0
g é g satisfying the conditions,
(i) (zero weight condition) [h é 1+1 é h, r(l)]=0, -h ¥ h;
(ii) (normal condition) r12+r21=W, where W ¥ (S2g)g is a Casimir
element;
(iii) (classical dynamical Yang–Baxter equation)
Alt(dr)+[r12, r13]+[r12, r23]+[r13, r23]=0, (1)
where Alt dr=;(h (1)i “r
23
“li
−h (2)i
“r13
“li
+h(3)i
“r12
“li
).
A fundamental question is whether any classical dynamical r-matrix is
quantizable. There have appeared many results in this direction. For the
standard classical dynamical r-matrix for sl2(C), a quantization was
obtained by Babelon [3] in 1991. For general simple Lie algebras, quan-
tizations were recently found independently by Arnaudon et al. [1] and
Jimbo et al. [25] based on the approach of Fronsdal [23]. Similar results
were also found by Etingof and Varchenko [18] using intertwining opera-
tors. Recently, using a method similar to [1, 23, 25], Etingof et al. [19]
obtained a quantization of all the classical dynamical r-matrices of semi-
simple Lie algebras in Schiffmann’s classification list [35]. However, the
general quantization problem still remains open; a recipe has yet to be
found. Moreover, the problem of classification of quantizations has not yet
been touched.
In this paper, we study the quantization problem for general classical
triangular dynamical r-matrices. Classical triangular dynamical r-matrices
are those satisfying the skew-symmetric condition r12(l)+r21(l)=0. In this
case, Eq. (1) is equivalent to ; i hi N “r“li+
1
2 [r, r]=0. These r-matrices
are in one–one correspondence with regular Poisson structures p=
; i hi N ““li+r(l) on the manifold hg×G, which are invariant under the
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left G- and right H-actions. Thus one may expect to quantize a classical
dynamical r-matrix by looking for a certain special type of star-products
[5] on the corresponding Poisson manifold. This is exactly the route we
take in the present paper. In some sense, this is also a natural generaliza-
tion of the quantization method used by Drinfel’d in [13] as outlined at
the beginning of the introduction. In fact, in this paper, we mainly deal
with non-degenerate triangular classical dynamical r-matrices (i.e., the cor-
responding Poisson manifolds are in fact symplectic). Berezin quantization
no longer works in this situation. However, one may use the Fedosov
method to obtain the desired star-products, as we will see later. It is well
known that star products on a symplectic manifold are classified by the
second cohomology group of the manifold with coefficients in formal
(-power series. In light of this result, we are able to classify the quantiza-
tions of a non-degenerate triangular classical dynamical r-matrix and prove
that the quantizations are parameterized by the relative Lie algebra coho-
mology H2(g, h)Q(R.
For a general triangular classical dynamical r-matrix, it is natural to ask
whether it is possible to reduce it to a non-degenerate one by restricting to
a Lie subalgebra. This is always true in the non-dynamical case [13].
Unfortunately, in general this fails in the dynamical case, and we will study
the conditions under which this is possible. In this case, these r-matrices
are called splittable. Splittable triangular classical dynamical r-matrices
resemble in many ways non-degenerate ones. And in particular, they can be
quantized by the Fedosov method.
The outline of this paper is as follows. After Section 1 (this Introduc-
tion), in Section 2, we study general properties of triangular classical
dynamical r-matrices. It is proved that triangular classical dynamical
r-matrices correspond to some special Poisson structures on hg×G, which
are always regular. This may seem surprising at first glance since the rank
of r(l) may depend on the point l. The main tool in Section 2 is the
method of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids. In particular, we show how
gauge transformations, first introduced by Etingof and Varchenko [16],
enter naturally from the viewpoint of Lie algebroids. The study of the
tangent space of the moduli space of dynamical r-matrices naturally leads
to the notion of dynamical r-matrix cohomology, which is shown to be
isomorphic to the relative Lie algebra cohomology when r is non-degener-
ate. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the equivalence between quantiza-
tions of triangular classical dynamical r-matrices and the so called com-
patible star products on their corresponding Poisson manifolds hg×G.
In Section 4, we study symplectic connections on such symplectic mani-
folds (M=hg×G). In particular, we show that there always exists a
G×H-invariant (i.e., left G-invariant and right H-invariant) torsion-free
symplectic connection on M such that the left invariant vector fields
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hF, -h ¥ h are all parallel. The main result of Section 5 is that the Fedosov
quantization obtained via such a symplectic connection and some suit-
able choice of Weyl curvatures gives rise to compatible f-products on
M=hg×G. Therefore, as a consequence, we prove the existence of a
quantization of non-degenerate triangular classical dynamical r-matrices.
The presentation in Section 5, however, is made in a more general setting,
which is of its own interest. Section 6 is devoted to the classification of
quantizations. In particular, we show that the equivalence classes of quan-
tizations of a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g
are parameterized by the relative Lie algebra cohomology with coefficients
in the formal (-power series H2(g, h)Q(R. Some speculation on the classifi-
cation of quantizations of a general triangular classical dynamical r-matrix
is given as a conjecture, which is consistent with Kontesvich’s formality
theorem [26]. In the appendix we recall some basic ingredients of the
Fedosov quantization, which are used throughout the paper.
Finally, some remarks are in order. Quantization of dynamical r-matrices
is related to quantization of Lie bialgebroids as shown in [41]. However,
for simplicity, we will avoid using quantum groupoids in the present paper
even though many ideas are rooted from there. Also in this paper, we work
in the smooth case. Namely, Lie algebras are finite dimensional Lie alge-
bras over R, all manifolds and maps are smooth, but our approach works
for the complex category as well. For simplicity, we assume that a dynam-
ical r-matrix is always defined on hg. In reality, it may only be defined on
an open submanifold U … hg, but our results hold in this situation as well.
2. TRIANGULAR DYNAMICAL r-MATRICES
In this section, we study some general aspects of triangular dynamical
r-matrices. As a useful tool, we shall utilize the method of Lie algebroids
and Lie groupoids. Let g be a Lie algebra and h … g an Abelian Lie
subalgebra of dimension l. By a triangular dynamical r-matrix, we mean a
smooth function r: hg 0M2 g satisfying
(i) the zero weight condition: [h, r(l)]=0, -l ¥ hg, h ¥ h, and
(ii) the classical dynamical Yang–Baxter equation (CDYBE),
C
i
hi N
“r
“l i+
1
2
[r, r]=0, (2)
where the bracket [ · , · ] refers to the Schouten type bracket Mk g é
Ml g0Mk+l−1 g induced from the Lie algebra bracket on g. Here
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{h1, ..., hl} is a basis in h, and (l1, ..., l l) its induced coordinate system on
hg. It is known [4, 30] that the CDYBE is closely related to Lie bialge-
broids. Recall that a Lie bialgebroid is a pair of Lie algebroids (A, Ag)
satisfying the compatibility condition (see [27, 32, 33])
dg[X, Y]=[dgX, Y]+[X, dgY], -X, Y ¥ C(A), (3)
where the differential dg on C(Mg A) comes from the Lie algebroid
structure on Ag.
Given a Lie algebroid A over P with anchor a and a section L of
C(M2 A) satisfying the condition [L, L]=0, one may define a Lie alge-
broid structure on Ag by simply requiring the differential dg: C(Mk A)0
C(Mk+1 A) to be dg=[L, · ]. More explicitly, denote by L# the bundle map
Ag 0 A defined by l#(t)(g)=L(t, g), -t, g ¥ C(Ag). Then the bracket on
C(Ag) is defined by
[t, g]=LL#tg−LL#gt−d[L(t, g)], (4)
and the anchor ag is the composition a p L#: Ag 0 TP. It is easy to show
that (A, Ag) is indeed a Lie bialgebroid, which is called a triangular Lie
bialgebroid [32].
Now consider A=Thg×g and equip A with the standard product Lie
algebroid structure. Then the anchor a: Thg×g0 Thg is simply the
projection. The relation between triangular dynamical r-matrices and
triangular Lie bialgebroids is described by the following [4, 30]:
Proposition 2.1. Given a smooth function r: hg 0M2 g, r is a triangular
dynamical r-matrix iff the Lie algebroid (A, a) together with L=; i hi N ““li+
r(l) ¥ C(M2 A) defines a triangular Lie bialgebroid.
Proof. By a straightforward computation, we have [L, L]=2(; i hi N
“r
“li
+12 [r, r]+; i [r, hi]N ““li). It thus follows that [L, L]=0 iff ; i hi N
“r
“li
+
1
2 [r, r]=0 and [r, hi]=0 (i=1, ..., l), i.e., r is a triangular dynamical
r-matrix. L
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and H … G an Abelian Lie
subgroup with Lie algebra h. Consider M=hg×G. Let G act on M from
the left by left multiplication on G and H act from the right by right
multiplication on G. An equivalent version of Proposition 2.1 is
Proposition 2.2. For a smooth function r: hg 0M2 g, r is a triangular
dynamical r-matrix iff p=; i hi N ““li+r(l) defines a G×H-invariant Poisson
structure on M=hg×G, where hi ¥ X(M) is the left invariant vector
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field on M generated by hi and similarly r(l) ¥ C(M2 TM) is the left
invariant bivector field onM corresponding to r(l).
Theorem 2.3. If r: hg 0M2 g is a triangular dynamical r-matrix, then
h+r(l)# h+ is aLie subalgebraofg.Moreover, theLie subalgebrash+r(l)# h+,
-l ¥ hg, are all isomorphic, and the isomorphisms are given by the adjoint
action of G.
Proof. For any l ¥ hg, Al=Tlhg À g 5 hg À g and Agl 5 h À gg. Under
these identifications, the bundle map L#l : A
g
l 0 Al is given by
(h, t)W (igt, −h+r(l)# t), -h ¥ h and t ¥ gg, (5)
where i: h0 g is the inclusion. Set B=L#(Ag)=1l ¥ hg L#l (Agl ) … A. Since
(A, L) defines a triangular Lie bialgebroid, B is integrable; i.e., C(B) is
closed under the Lie algebroid bracket on C(A). Hence ker a|Bl is a Lie
subalgebra of ker a|Al . Now it is easy to see that ker a|Bl=h+r(l)
# h+ and
ker a|Al=g. It thus follows that h+r(l)
# h+ is a Lie subalgebra of g. On
the other hand, from Eq. (5), it is easy to see that a(Bl)=Tlhg. Hence
a: B0 Thg is surjective, which implies that B is in fact a transitive Lie
algebroid (also called a gauge Lie algebroid [31]). Thus it follows that the
dimension of Bl is independent of l, and therefore B is a subbundle of A.
Moreover the isotropic Lie algebras of B at different points of hg are all
isomorphic, and the isomorphisms are given by the adjoint action of G.
This implies that, for any l, m ¥ hg, h+r(l)# h+ is isomorphic to
h+r(m)# h+ by the adjoint action of a group element in G. L
For the sake of simplicity, we denote by gl the Lie subalgebra
h+r(l)# h+. Define the rank of a triangular dynamical r-matrix r to be
dim gl−dim h, which is denoted as rank r. We say a triangular dynamical
r-matrix r is non-degenerate if rank r=dim g−dim h.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 is
Corollary 2.3. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 2.3, rank r is
independent of the point l and therefore is a well-defined even number.
Moreover B=L#Ag … A is a Lie subalgebroid of rank 2 dim h+rank r, and
(M, p) is a regular Poisson manifold of rank 2 dim h+rank r.
In particular, we have the following
Corollary 2.5. Given a triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g,
the following statements are all equivalent:
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(i) r is non-degenerate;
(ii) the bundle map L#: Ag 0 A is nondegenerate;
(iii) gl=g, -l ¥ hg;
(iv) (M, p) is a symplectic manifold.
If we choose a decomposition g=h Àm, where m is a subspace of g, and
choose a basis {h1, ..., hl} for h and a basis {e1, ..., em} for m, we may write
r(l)=C a ij(l) hi Nhj+C b ij(l) hi N ej+C c ij(l) ei N ej. (6)
It is simple to see that gl=h À Span{; j c ij(l) ej | i=1, ..., m}, and rank r
is the rank of the matrix (c ij(l)). Therefore, we immediately know that the
rank of (c ij(l)) is independent of l. Clearly r is non-degenerate iff the
matrix (c ij(l)) is non-degenerate.
A natural question arises as to whether it is possible to make an arbi-
trary triangular dynamical r-matrix non-degenerate by considering it to be
valued in a Lie subalgebra of g. This is true in the non-dynamical case
[13], for example. However, in the dynamical case, it is not always pos-
sible, as we will see below. Nevertheless we will single out those r-matrices
possessing this property, which will be called splittable. Splittable triangular
dynamical r-matrices contain a large class of interesting dynamical
r-matrices, which in fact include almost all examples we know, e.g., those
as classified in [16] when g is a simple Lie algebra. More precisely,
Definition 2.6. A triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g is said to
be splittable if for any l ¥ hg, ig(r(l)#−1 h)=hg, where i: h0 g is the
inclusion.
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that r is a triangular dynamical r-matrix.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) r is splittable;
(ii) for any l ¥ hg, r(l)# gg … gl;
(iii) if r(l) is given as in Eq. (6) under a decomposition g=h Àm, then
for any i, ; j b ij(l) ej ¥ Span{; j c ij(l) ej | i=1, ..., m};
(iv) for any fixed l ¥ hg, there exists a decomposition g=h Àm, under
which
r(l)=C a ij(l) hi Nhj+C c ij(l) ei N ej; (7)
(v) Thg×{0} … B.
Let us first prove the following simple lemma from linear algebra.
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Lemma 2.8. Let V=h Àm be a decomposition of vector spaces, and let
{h1, ..., hl} be a basis of h, and {e1, ..., em} a basis of m. Let r ¥M2 V be any
element such that
r=C a ijhi Nhj+C hi Nx i+C c ijei N ej,
where x i ¥m, and aij, cij are skew-symmetric, i.e., aij=−aji and cij=−cji. If I …
{1, ..., l} is a subset of indexes such that for any i0 ¥ I, x i0 ¥ Span{; j c ijej |
i=1, ..., m}. Then one can change the decomposition V=h À m˜ so that
under a suitable basis {e˜1, ..., e˜m} of m˜, r can be written as
r=C a˜ ijhi Nhj+C
i ¨ I
hi Nx i+C c ije˜i N e˜j.
Proof. -i0 ¥ I, by assumption, there are constants c i0i , i=1, ..., m, such
that x i0=2; ij c i0i c ijej. Let e˜i=ei+; i0 ¥ I c i0i hi0 , -i=1, ..., m. Then
C c ije˜i N e˜j=C c ij 1ei+C
i0 ¥ I
c i0i hi0 2N1ej+C
i0 ¥ I
c i0j hi0 2
=C c ijei N ej+2C c ijc i0i hi0 N ej (modM2 h)
=C c ijei N ej+C
i0 ¥ I
hi0 Nx i0 (modM2 h).
Hence r=; c ije˜i N e˜j+; i ¨ I hi Nx i (modM2 h). This concludes the proof.
L
Proof of Proposition 2.7.
(i)S (ii) Let us fix a basis {h1, ..., hl} of h, and let {h
1
g, ..., h
l
g} be its
dual basis in hg. By assumption, for any 1 [ j [ l, there is a t j ¥ gg such
that igt j=h jg and r(l)
# t j ¥ h. Given any t ¥ gg, take aj=Ot, hjP and
g=t−; ajt j. Then it is easy to see that g ¥ h+. Hence r(l)# t=
; ajr(l)# t j+r(l)# g ¥ h+r(l)# h+=gl.
(ii)S (iii) Let {h1, ..., hl} be a basis of h, {e1, ..., em} a basis of m,
and {h1g, ..., h
l
g, e
1
g, ..., e
m
g } the dual basis of {h1, ..., hl, e1, ..., em} in g
g. It is
trivial to see that r(l)# e ig=−; j b ji(l) hj+2; j c ij(l) ej. Hence we have
gl=h À Span 3C
j
c ij(l) ej | i=1, ..., m}.
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Now r(l)# h ig=; j 2a ij(l) hj+; j b ij(l) ej. Since r(l)# h ig ¥ gl by assump-
tion, it follows that ; j b ij(l) ej ¥ Span{; j c ij(l) ej | i=1, ..., m}.
(iii)S (iv) This follows from Lemma 2.8.
(iv)S (v) If r(l)=; a ij(l) hi Nhj+; c ij(l) ei N ej, then r(l)# h ig=
2; j a ij(l) hj. Thus according to Eq. (5), L#l (2; j a ij(l) hj, h ig)=(h ig, 0).
Hence, (h ig, 0) ¥ Bl. This implies that Tlhg×{0} … Bl.
(v)S (i) Given any j ¥ hg, we know that (j, 0) ¥ Bl by assumption.
Therefore there exist h ¥ h and t ¥ gg such that L#l (h, t)=(j, 0), i.e.,
(igt, −h+r(l)# t)=(j, 0) according to Eq. (5). This implies that j=igt
and r(l)# t=h. Hence j ¥ ig(r(l)#−1 h). Therefore, we conclude that
hg … ig(r(l)#−1 h). L
Remark. In the proof above, the decomposition g=h Àm and the
choice of the basis {e1, ..., em} in (iv) depend on a particular point l. It is
not clear whether it is possible to find a decomposition so that Eq. (7)
holds uniformly for all points in hg. On the other hand, if there exists such
a decomposition g=h Àm so that a triangular dynamical r-matrix is of the
form in Eq. (7), it is always splittable.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7 is the following:
Corollary 2.9. If r: hg 0M2 g is a splittable triangular dynamical
r-matrix, then
(i) gl is independent of l, i.e., gl=gm, -l, m ¥ hg. We will denote gl
by g1.
(ii) r can be considered a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix
valued in M2 g1.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, Thg×{0} is a Lie subalgebroid of B. Hence
for any X ¥ X(hg), (X, 0) ¥ C(B). Let jt be the (local) flow on hg generated
by X. The bisection exp t(X, 0) on the groupoid C=hg×hg×G generated
by the section (X, 0) ¥ C(A) is {(l, jt(l), 1) | l ¥ hg}. Hence its induced
isomorphism between Cl and Cjt(l) is the identity map, when both of them
are naturally identified with G. Here Cl and Cjt(l) denote the isotropic
groups of C at the points l and jt(l), respectively. Therefore, Adexp t(X, 0) is
an identity map between their corresponding isotropic Lie algebras. On the
other hand, since (X, 0) ¥ C(B); hence Adexp t(X, 0), when being restricted to
B, is exactly the map which establishes the isomorphism between gl and
gjt(l). Hence, gl and gjt(l) are equal as Lie subalgebras of g.
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For the second part, since r is splittable, we have r(l)# gg … g1 according
to Proposition 2.7. Hence -l ¥ hg, r(l) ¥M2 (r(l)# gg) …M2 g1. By dimension
counting, one easily sees that r is non-degenerate when being considered as
a dynamical r-matrix valued in M2 g1. L
Let g: hg 0 GH be a smooth map, where GH denotes the centralizer of H
in G with its Lie algebra being denoted by gH. Then g can be naturally
considered as a bisection of the groupoid C=hg×hg×G, and hence we
can talk about the induced automorphism Adg of the corresponding Lie
algebroid. In particular, we have a Gerstenhaber algebra automorphism
Adg onÁ C(Mg A) [40].
Given a smooth function r: hg 0M2 g, let Lr=; i hi N ““li+r(l) ¥
C(N 2A) as in Proposition 2.1. Then
Adg Lr=Adg 1C
i
hi N
“
“l i+r
2
=C
i
Adg hi N1 ““l i− “g“l i g−12+Adg r
=C
i
hi N1 ““l i− “g“l i g−12+Adg r
=C
i
hi N
“
“l i+
1Adg r−C
i
hi N
“g
“l i g
−12 .
Here in the second from the last equality, we used Adg hi=hi since
g ¥ GH. Let
rg=Adg r−C
i
hi N
“g
“l i g
−1. (8)
Combining with Proposition 2.1, we thus have proved the following:
Proposition 2.10. Assume that g: hg 0 GH is a smooth map. Then
(i) Lrg=Adg Lr;
(ii) r is a triangular dynamical r-matrix iff rg is a triangular dynamical
r-matrix.
(iii) rank rg=rank r; in particular, if r is non-degenerate, so is rg.
This proposition naturally leads us to the notion of gauge transforma-
tions on dynamical r-matrices, which was first introduced by Etingof and
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Varchenko [16]. Recall that triangular dynamical r-matrices r1 and r2 are
said to be gauge equivalent if there exists a smooth function g: hg 0 GH
such that r2=(r1)g.
Remark. Although non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrices are
preserved by gauge transformations, splittable dynamical r-matrices in
general are not. For example, the trivial triangular dynamical r-matrix
r=0 is always splittable. However, rg=−; hi N “g“li g−1 is never splittable
unless GH=H.
By M(g, h), we denote the quotient space of the space of all triangular
dynamical r-matrices r: hg 0M2 g by gauge transformations, which is
called the moduli space of triangular dynamical r-matrices.
Next we will introduce the dynamical r-matrix cohomology Hgr (g, h),
whose second cohomology group describes the tangent space of the moduli
space M(g, h). As we will see in Section 6, the second cohomology group
H2r (g, h) is connected with the classification of quantizations of r when it is
non-degenerate.
Consider Ck=C.(hg, (Mk g)H) (or equivalently denoted as
C.(hg, (Mk g)h)), and define a differential dr: Ck0 Ck+1 by
dry=C
i
hi N
“y
“li
y+[r, y], -y ¥ Ck. (9)
Proposition 2.11. dr: Ck0 Ck+1 is well defined and d
2
r=0.
Proof. It is clear that dry is in C.(hg, (Mk+1 g)H) provided that
y ¥ C.(hg, (Mk g)H). For any y ¥ Ck=C.(hg, (Mk g)H), y can be naturally
considered as a section of Mk A, and
[L, y]=5C
i
hi N
“
“l i+r, y
6
=C
i
hi N
“y
“l i+[r, y]
=dry.
Since [L, L]=0, it thus follows that d2r=0. L
Hence the cochain complex dr: Ck0 Ck+1 defines a cohomology, called
the dynamical r-matrix cohomology, and denoted by Hgr (g, h). Two remarks
are in order.
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Remarks. (1) The cochain complex dr: Ck0 Ck+1 is in fact a sub-
complex of the Lie algebroid cohomology cochain complex dg: C(Mk A)0
C(Mk+1 A), dgX=[L, X]. Therefore it is easy to see that such a cochain
complex is always defined for an arbitrary dynamical r-matrix, which is not
necessary triangular.
(2) When r is triangular, Hgr (g, h) can be naturally identified with a
‘‘special’’ G×H-invariant Poisson cohomology of the Poisson manifold
(M, p), i.e., the cohomology obtained by restricting the Poisson cochain
complex to G×H-invariant multi-vector fields tangent to the fibers of the
fibration: hg×G0 hg.
Proposition 2.12. If g: hg 0 GH is a smooth map, then
(i) drg p Adg=Adg p dr;
(ii) Adg: (Cg, dr)0 (Cg, drg ) induces an isomorphism H
g
r (g, h) 5
Hgrg (g, h).
Proof. For any y ¥ C.(hg, (Mk g)H),
(Adg p dr) y=Adg[L, y]
=[Adg L, Adg y]
=[Lrg , Adg y]
=(drg p Adg) y.
The conclusion thus follows immediately. L
As a consequence, we conclude that Hgr (g, h) only depends on the gauge
equivalence class of the dynamical r-matrix. For this reason, we also denote
this group by Hg[r](g, h).
Proposition 2.13. For any triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g,
T[r]M(g, h) 5H2[r](g, h).
Proof. In Eq. (2), replace r by r+ty and take the derivative at t=0, one
obtains the linearization equation ; i hi N “y“li+[r, y]=0; i.e., dry=0. It is
clear that y is of zero weight since r+ty is of zero weight.
To compute the tangent space to the gauge orbit at r, one needs to
compute ddt |t=0(rexp tf), for f ¥ C
.(hg, gH). Now rexp tf=Adexp tf r−
; i hi N “ exp tf“li (exp tf)−1. It is thus simple to see that
d
dt |t=0(rexp tf)=[f, r]−
; i hi N “f“li=−drf. The conclusion thus follows immediately. L
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Given a Lie algebra g, one may also consider classical triangular dynam-
ical r-matrices r(: hg 0 (M2 g)Q(R valued in gQ(R such that r((l)=r(l)+
(r1(l)+· · · . The gauge transformation can be defined formally in an
obvious way. Thus one can form the moduli space M(gQ(R, h). Assume
that r: hg 0M2 g is a classical triangular dynamical r-matrix. From Prop-
osition 2.13, it follows that T[r]M(gQ(R, h) 5H2[r](g, h)Q(R. By a formal
neighbourhood of r in M(gQ(R, h), denoted by Mr(gQ(R, h), we mean the
subset in M(gQ(R, h) consisting of the classes of those elements r+O(().
Then H2[r](g, h)Q(R can be considered as a linearization of Mr(gQ(R, h). In
general, these two spaces are different. However, when r is non-degenerate,
they expect to be isomorphic, which should follow from Moser lemma.
In fact, as we will see in the next theorem, when r is non-degenerate,
Hg[r](g, h) is isomorphic to the relative Lie algebra cohomology.
Theorem 2.14. If r: hg 0M2 g is a non-degenerate dynamical r-matrix,
then Hg[r](g, h) is isomorphic to H
g(g, h), the relative Lie algebra cohomol-
ogy of the pair (g, h).
Proof. Since r is non-degenerate, (M, p) is a symplectic manifold. As it
is well known, p#: Wg(M)0 Xg(M) induces an isomorphism between the
de Rham cohomology cochain complex and the Poisson cohomology
cochain complex. Now a k-mutivector field P ¥ Xk(M) is in Ck iff (i) P is
left G-invariant and right H-invariant; and (ii) dl i H P=0, -i=1, ..., l.
This, however, is equivalent to that (i) (p#)−1 P is both left G-invariant
and right H-invariant; and (ii) hi H (p#)−1 P=0, because p#(dl i)=hi,
-i=1, ..., l, and p is G×H-invariant. Note that a k-form w ¥ Wk(M) is
H-invariant and satisfies hi H w=0, -i=1, ..., l, iff w is the pull back of a
k-form on the quotient space M/H, i.e., w=pgwŒ, where p: M0M/H is
the projection and wŒ ¥ Wk(M/H). Moreover, w is left G-invariant iff wŒ is
left G-invariant since the left G-action on M commutes with the right
H-action. In summary, we have proved that the space (p#)−1 (Ck) can be
naturally identified with the space of left G-invariant k-forms on
M/H 5 hg×G/H. Under such an identification, the differential dr goes to
the de Rham differential. Hence Hk[r](g, h) is isomorphic to the invariant de
Rham cohomology Hk(hg×G/H)G. Since G does not act on the first factor
hg, the latter is isomorphic to Hk(G/H)G, which is in turn isomorphic to
the relative Lie algebra cohomologyHk(g, h) [10]. L
3. QUANTIZATION AND STAR PRODUCTS
In this section, we investigate the relation between quantizations of a
triangular dynamical r-matrix and star products on its associated Poisson
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manifold (M, p). The main theme is to show that quantizing r is equivalent
to finding a certain special type of star products on M. Let us first
introduce the precise definition of a quantization.
Definition 3.1. Let r: hg 0M2 g be a triangular dynamical r-matrix.
A quantization of r is an element F(l)=1+(F1(l)+O((2) ¥
C.(hg, Ug é Ug)Q(R satisfying
(i) the zero weight condition, [1 é h+h é 1, F(l)]=0, -h ¥ h;
(ii) the shifted cocycle condition,
(D é id) F(l) F12(l− 12 (h (3))=(idé D) F(l) F23(l+12 (h (1)); (10)
(iii) the normal condition,
(e é id) F(l)=1; (id é e) F(l)=1; and (11)
(iv) the quantization condition, F121 (l)−F
21
1 (l)=r(l),
where D: Ug0 Ug é Ug is the standard comultiplication, e: Ug0 C is the
counit map, and F12(l− 12 (h (3)), F23(l+12 (h (1)) are Ug é Ug é Ug-valued
functions on hg defined by
F12 1l−1
2
(h (3)2=F(l) é 1−(
2
C
i
“F
“l i é hi+
1
2!
1−(
2
22 C
i1i2
“2F
“l i1“l i2 é hi1hi2
+·· ·+
1
k!
1−(
2
2k C “kF“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik+·· · , (12)
and similarly for F23(l+12 (h (1)).
The relation between this definition of quantizations and the well-known
quantum dynamical Yang–Baxter equation (QDYBE) is explained by
the following proposition, which can be proved by a straightforward
verification.
Proposition 3.2. If F(l) is a quantization of a triangular dynamical
r-matrix r(l): hg 0M2 g, then R(l)=F21(l)−1 F12(l) can be written as
R(l)=1+(r(l)+O((2) and satisfies the quantum dynamical Yang–Baxter
equation (QDYBE):
R12(l− 12 (h (3)) R13(l+12 (h (2)) R23(l− 12 (h (1))
=R23(l+12 (h (1)) R13(l− 12 (h (2)) R12(l+12 (h (3)). (13)
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Remark. This is a symmetrized version of QDYBE, which is known
[19] to be equivalent to the non-symmetrized QDYBE:
R12(l+(h (3)) R13(l) R23(l+(h (1))=R23(l) R13(l+(h (2)) R12(l).
The reason for us to choose the symmetrized QDYBE in this paper is that
it is related to the Weyl quantization, while the non-symmetrized QDYBE
is related to the normal ordering quantization, as indicated in [41]. Since
we will use the Fedosov method later on, the Weyl quantization is
obviously of some advantage.
To proceed, we need some preparation on notations. Let A=D é
UgQ(R, where D is the algebra of smooth differential operators on hg. Then
D é Ug can be naturally identified with the algebra of left G-invariant dif-
ferential operators on M. Hence A becomes a Hopf algebroid [41] with
base algebra R=C.(hg)Q(R. The comultiplication
D:A0A éR A 5D éC.(hg) D é Ug é UgQ(R
is a natural extension of the comultiplications on D and on Ug,
D(D é u)=DD é Du, -D ¥D, and u ¥ Ug,
where DD is the bidifferential operator on hg given by (DD)(f, g)=
D(fg), -f, g ¥ C.(hg), and Du ¥ Ug é Ug is the usual comultiplication on
Ug. Let us fix a basis in h, say {h1, ..., hl}, and let {t1, ..., tl} be its dual
basis, which in turn defines a coordinate system (l1, ..., l l) on hg.
Set
h=
1
2
C
l
i=1
1hi é ““l i− ““l i é hi 2 ¥A éA, and G=exp (h ¥A éA.
(14)
Note that h, and hence G, is independent of the choice of a basis in h.
For each D ¥D é Ug, we denote by DF its corresponding left G-invariant
differential operator on M=hg×G. We also use a similar notation to
denote multi-differential operators on M as well. Now let r(l): hg 0M2 g
be a triangular dynamical r-matrix, and M=hg×G its associated (regular)
Poisson manifold with Poisson tensor p=; i hi N ““li+r(l). It is simple
to see that the Poisson brackets on C.(M) can be described as follows:
(i) for any f, g ¥ C.(hg), {f, g}=0;
(ii) for any f ¥ C.(hg) and g ¥ C.(G), {f, g}=−; i (“f“li) (hi g);
(iii) for any f, g ¥ C.(G), {f, g}=r(l)(f, g).
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This Poisson bracket relation naturally motivates the following theorem,
which is indeed the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3. Let (M, p) be the Poisson manifold associated to a
triangular dynamical r-matrix as in Proposition 2.2. Assume that f( is a
G×H-invariant star product on (M, p) satisfying the properties
(i) for any f, g ¥ C.(hg),
f(l) f( g(l)=f(l) g(l);
(ii) for any f(l) ¥ C.(hg) and g(x) ¥ C.(G),
f(l) f( g(x)=GF (f, g)=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
“kf
“l i1 · · ·“l ik hi1 · · · hik g,
g(x) f( f(l)=GF (g, f)=C
.
k=0
1(
2
2k 1
k!
hi1 · · · hik g
“kf
“l i1 · · ·“l ik ;
(iii) there is a smooth map F: hg 0 Ug é UgQ(R such that for any
f(x), g(x) ¥ C.(G),
f f( g=F(l)(f, g). (15)
Then F(l) is a quantization of the dynamical r-matrix r(l). Conversely, any
quantization of r(l) corresponds to a G×H-invariant star product on M
satisfying the properties (i)–(iii).
A G×H-invariant star product on M with properties (i)–(iii) is called a
compatible star product. In other words, Theorem 3.3 can be stated as that
a quantization of r(l) is equivalent to a compatible star-product onM.
To prove Theorem 3.3, we need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. G satisfies the equation
[(D é id) G] G12=[(id é D) G] G23 in A éA éA. (16)
Proof. Note that both sides of Eq. (16) normally are elements in
A éR A éR A. In our situation, however, they indeed can be considered
as elements inA éA éA.
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Now
[(D é id) G] G12=[(D é id) exp (h] exp (h12
=exp ([(D é id) h+h12]
=exp
1
2
( C
k
i=1
1hi é 1 é ““l i+1 é hi é ““l i+hi é ““l i é 1
−
“
“l i é 1 é hi−1 é
“
“l i é hi−
“
“l i é hi é 1
2.
Here in the second equality we used the fact that (D é id) h and h12
commute inA éA éA.
A similar computation leads to the same expression for [(id é D) G] G23.
This proves Eq. (16). L
Lemma 3.5. -D1, D2, D3 ¥A, and -f1(l) ¥ C.(hg), f2(x) ¥ C.(G), and
g(l, x) ¥ C.(hg×G),
[(D é id) F(l)(D1 é D2 é D3)](f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=[F23(l)(D1 é D2 é D3)](f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x)).
Proof. Write F(l)=; aab(l) ua é ub, with ua, ub ¥ Ug and aab(l) ¥
C.(hg)Q(R. Then
((D é id) F(l))(D1 é D2 é D3)=C aab(l) Dua(D1 é D2) é ubD3.
Hence
[(D é id) F(l)(D1 é D2 é D3)](f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=C aab(l) Dua(D1 é D2)(f1(l), f2(x))(ubD3 g)(l, x)
=C aab(l) ua[(D1f1)(l)(D2f2)(x)](ubD3 g)(l, x)
=C aab(l)(D1f1)(l)((uaD2) f2)(x)(ubD3 g)(l, x)
=D1 é F(l)(D2 é D3)(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=F23(l)(D1 é D2 é D3)(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x)). L
Corollary 3.6. -f1(l) ¥C.(hg), f2(x) ¥C.(G) and g(l, x) ¥C.(hg×G),
F(l) G(f1(l) f( f2(x), g(l, x))=GF (f1(l), F(l) G(f2(x), g(l, x))).
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Proof.
F(l) G(f1(l) f( f2(x), g(l, x))
=F(l) G(GF (f1(l), f2(x)), g(l, x))
=(D é id)(F(l) G) G12(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=(D é id) F(l)(D é id) GG12(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x)) (by Lemma 3.4)
=(D é id) F(l)(id é D) GG23(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x)) (by Lemma 3.5)
=F23(l)(id é D) GG23(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x)).
Let us write G=; Da é Db. Then (id é D) G=; Da é DDb and
F23(l)(id é D) GG23(f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=C [Da é F(l) DDbG](f1(l), f2(x), g(l, x))
=C (Daf1)(l) F(l) DDbG(f2(x), g(l, x)).
Using the expansion G=;.k=0 ((2)k 1k! (; li=1 (hi é ““li− ““li é hi))k, one
obtains that
F(l) G(f1(l) f( f2(x), g(l, x))
=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
“kf1(l)
“l i1 · · ·“l ik F(l) D(hi1 · · · hik ) G(f2(x), g(l, x))
=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
“kf1(l)
“l i1 · · ·“l ik D(hi1 · · · hik ) F(l) G(f2(x), g(l, x))
=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
“kf1(l)
“l i1 · · ·“l ik hi1 · · · hik[F(l) G(f2(x), g(l, x))]
=GF (f1(l), F(l) G(f2(x), g(l, x))).
Here the second equality follows from the fact that F(l) is of zero weight;
i.e., F(l)(Dh)=(Dh) F(l), -h ¥ h. This concludes the proof. L
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Proposition 3.7. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.3, we have
(1) for any f(l) ¥ C.(hg) and g(l, x) ¥ C.(hg×G),
f(l) f( g(l, x)=GF (f, g)=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
“kf
“l i1 · · ·“l ik hi1 · · · hik g, (17)
g(l, x) f( f(l)=GF (g, f)=C
.
k=0
1(
2
2k 1
k!
hi1 · · · hik g
“kf
“l i1 · · ·“l ik ; (18)
(2) for any f(l, x) ¥ C.(hg×G) and g(x) ¥ C.(G),
f(l, x) f( g(x)=(F(l) G)(f, g)
=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
F(l) 1 “kf“l i1 · · ·“l ik , hi1 · · · hik g2 , (19)
g(x) f( f(l, x)=(F(l) G)(g, f)
=C
.
k=0
1(
2
2k 1
k!
F(l) 1hi1 · · · hik g, “kf“l i1 · · ·“l ik 2 . (20)
Proof. We will prove Eq. (17) first. For that, it suffices to show this for
g(l, x)=g1(l) f( g2(x), -g1(l) ¥ C.(hg) and g2(x) ¥ C.(G), since, at each
point, the C.-jet space of C.(hg×G)Q(R is spanned by the C.-jets of this
type of functions. Now
f(l) f( g(l, x)=f(l) f( (g1(l) f( g2(x))
=(f(l) f( g1(l)) f( g2(x)
=(f(l) g1(l)) f( g2(x)
=GF (f(l) g1(l), g2(x))
=GF (GF (f(l), g1(l)), g2(x))
=[(D é id) G] G12(f(l), g1(l), g2(x)) (by Lemma 3.4)
=[(id é D) G] G23(f(l), g1(l), g2(x))
=GF (f(l), GF (g1(l), g2(x)))
=GF (f(l), g1(l) f( g2(x))
=GF (f(l), g(l, x)).
Equation (18) can be proved similarly.
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To prove Eq. (19), similarly we may assume that f(l, x)=f1(l) f(
f2(x), for f1(l) ¥ C.(hg) and f2(x) ¥ C.(G). Then
f(l, x) f( g(x)=(f1(l) f( f2(x)) f( g(x)
=f1(l) f( (f2(x) f( g(x)) (using Eq. (17))
=GF (f1(l), f2(x) f( g(x))
=GF (f1(l), F(l)(f2(x), g(x)))
=GF (f1(l), F(l) G(f2(x), g(x))) (by Corollary 3.6)
=F(l) G(f1(l) f( f2(x), g(x))
=F(l) G(f(l, x), g(x)).
Equation (20) can also be proved similarly. L
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of the section.
Theorem 3.8. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.3, F(l) G is
the formal bidifferential operator defining the star product f( ; i.e., for any
f(l, x), g(l, x) ¥ C.(hg×G),
f(l, x) f( g(l, x)=F(l) G(f, g).
Proof. We may assume that f(l, x)=f1(l) f( f2(x), for f1(l) ¥ C.(hg)
and f2(x) ¥ C.(G). Then
f(l, x) f( g(l, x)
=(f1(l) f( f2(x)) f( g(l, x)
=f1(l) f( (f2(x) f( g(l, x)) (by Proposition 3.7)
=GF (f1(l), F(l) G(f2(x), g(l, x))) (by Corollary 3.6)
=F(l) G(f1(l) f( f2(x), g(l, x))
=F(l) G(f(l, x), g(l, x)).
This concludes the proof. L
Finally, before proving Theorem 3.3, we need the following result,
which connects the shifted cocycle condition with the associativity of
a star-product.
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Proposition 3.9. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.3, -f1(x),
f2(x), f3(x) ¥ C.(G),
(i) (D é id) F(l) F12(l− 12 (h (3))(f1(x), f2(x), f3(x))
=(f1(x) f( f2(x)) f( f3(x);
(ii) (id é D) F(l) F23(l+12 (h (1))(f1(x), f2(x), f3(x))
=f1(x) f( (f2(x) f( f3(x)).
Proof. From Eq. (12), it follows that
(D é id) F(l) F12 1l−1
2
(h (3)2
=C 1
k!
1−(
2
2k [(D é id) F(l)] 1 “kF“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik 2 .
Hence
(D é id) F(l) F12 1l−1
2
(h (3)2 (f1(x), f2(x), f3(x))
=C 1
k!
1−(
2
2k F(l) 5 “kF(l)“l i1 · · ·“l ik (f1(x), f2(x)), (hi1 · · · hik f3)(x)6
=C 1
k!
1−(
2
2k F(l) 5“k(f1 f( f2)“l i1 · · ·“l ik , (hi1 · · · hik f3)(x)6 (using Eq. (19))
=(f1(x) f( f2(x)) f( f3(x).
The second identity can be proved similarly. L
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Since f( is invariant under the right H-action,
F(l) is right H-invariant. This implies that F(l) is AdH-invariant, and
therefore is of zero weight. The normal condition follows from the fact that
1 is the unit of the star algebra, i.e., 1 f( f=f f( 1=f. And the shifted
cocycle condition follows from the associativity of the star product together
with Proposition 3.9. Finally, let us write F(l)=1+(F1(l)+O((2). Since
f( is a star product quantizing p, it follows that (F1(l)−F211 (l))(f, g)=
{f, g}=r(l)(f, g), -f, g ¥ C.(G). Hence it follows that F1(l)−F211 (l)
=r(l).
Conversely, if F(l) is a quantization of r(l), according to Theorem 7.5
in [41], F(l) G is indeed an associator and therefore defines a star product
onM=hg×G. It is simple to see that this star product is a quantization of
p and satisfies Properties (i)–(iii) in Theorem 3.3. L
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We end this section by the following
Remark. Bordemann et al. found an explicit formula for a star-product
on R×SU(2) [9] using a quantum analogue of Marsden–Weinstein
reduction. It would be interesting to investigate if this is a compatible star-
product.
4. SYMPLECTIC CONNECTIONS
From now on, we will confine ourselves mostly to non-degenerate trian-
gular dynamical r-matrices. In this case, the corresponding Poisson mani-
folds are in fact symplectic, and therefore can be quantized by Fedosov
method [20, 21]. As is well known, Fedosov quantization relies on the
choice of a symplectic connection. Serving as a preliminary, this section is
devoted to the discussion on symplectic connections. We will start with
some general notations and constructions.
Let N be a torsion-free symplectic connection on a symplectic
manifold (M, w). Define the symplectic curvature [20] by
R(X, Y, Z, W)=w(X, R(Z, W) Y), -X, Y, Z, W ¥ X(M), (21)
where R(Z, W) Y=NZNWY−NWNZY−N[Z, W]Y is the usual curvature
tensor of N.
Proposition 4.1. (i) R(X, Y, Z, W) is skew symmetric with respect to
Z andW and symmetric with respect to X and Y; i.e.,
R(X, Y, Z, W)=−R(X, Y, W, Z), R(X, Y, Z, W)=R(Y, X, Z, W). (22)
(ii) The following Bianchi’s identity holds:
R(X, Y, Z, W)+R(X, Z, W, Y)+R(X, W, Y, Z)=0. (23)
Proof. It is clear by definition that R(X, Y, Z, W) is skew symmetric
with respect to Z andW. Now since N is a symplectic connection,
w(X, NZNWY)=Z(w(X, NWY))−w(NZX, NWY)
=Z(Ww(X, Y))−Zw(NWX, Y)
−Ww(NZX, Y)+w(NWNZX, Y).
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Similarly,
w(X, NWNZY)=W(Zw(X, Y))−Ww(NZX, Y)
−Zw(NWX, Y)+w(NZNWX, Y).
Hence
w(X, N[Z, W]Y)=[Z, W](w(X, Y))−w(N[Z, W]X, Y).
Thus
R(X, Y, Z, W)=w(X, R(Z, W) Y)
=w(X, NZNWY−NWNZY−N[Z, W]Y)
=−w(NZNWX−NWNZX−N[Z, W]X, Y)
=w(Y, R(Z, W) X)
=R(Y, X, Z, W).
This concludes the proof of (i). Finally, (ii) follows from the usual Bianchi
identity for a torsion-free connection. L
Symplectic connections always exist on any symplectic manifold. In fact,
there is a standard procedure to construct a torsion-free symplectic
connection from an arbitrary torsion-free linear connection [20, 28]. Since
such a construction is essential to our discussion here, let us recall it briefly
below.
Assume that N0 is a torsion-free linear connection on a symplectic
manifoldM. Then any linear connection onM can be written as
NXY=N
0
XY+S(X, Y), -X, Y ¥ X(M), (24)
where S is a (2, 1)-tensor on M. Clearly, N is torsion-free iff S is symme-
tric; i.e., S(X, Y)=S(Y, X), -X, Y ¥ X(M). And N is symplectic iff
NXw=0. The latter is equivalent to
w(S(X, Y), Z)−w(S(X, Z), Y)=(N0Xw)(Y, Z), -X, Y, Z ¥ X(M). (25)
Lemma 4.2. If N0 is a torsion-free linear connection, and S is a
(2, 1)-tensor defined by the equation:
w(S(X, Y), Z)=13 [(N
0
Xw)(Y, Z)+(N
0
Yw)(X, Z)], (26)
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then NXY=N
0
XY+S(X, Y) is a torsion-free symplectic connection. More-
over, ifM is a symplectic G-space and N0 is a G-invariant connection, then N
is also G-invariant.
Proof. Clearly, S(X, Y), defined in this way, is symmetric with respect
to X and Y. Now
w(S(X, Y), Z)−w(S(X, Z), Y)
=13 [(N
0
Xw)(Y, Z)+(N
0
Yw)(X, Z)]−
1
3 [(N
0
Xw)(Z, Y)+(N
0
Zw)(X, Y)]
=
1
3
[(N0Xw)(Y, Z)+(N
0
Yw)(X, Z)+(N
0
Xw)(Y, Z)+(N
0
Zw)(Y, X)]
=(N0Xw)(Y, Z),
where the last step follows from the identity
(N0Xw)(Y, Z)+(N
0
Yw)(Z, X)+(N
0
Zw)(X, Y)=0.
This means that N is a torsion-free symplectic connection. The second
statement is obvious according to Eq. (26). L
Now we retain to the case that M=hg×G, the symplectic manifold
associated with a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix r, which is
our main subject of interest in the present paper. The main result is the
following
Theorem 4.3. Assume that r: hg 0M2 g is a non-degenerate triangular
dynamical r-matrix. Let M=hg×G be equipped with the symplectic struc-
ture as in Corollary 2.5. Then M admits a G×H-invariant torsion-free
symplectic connection N satisfying the property that NXhF=0, -X ¥ X(M),
h ¥ h.
We need a couple of lemmas first.
Lemma 4.4. Assume that g admits a reductive decomposition g=h Àm;
i.e., [h, m] …m. Then, the equations
N0X
“
“l i=0, N
0
XhF=0, N
0
XeF=0;
N0hF
“
“l i=0, N
0
hFh1=0, N
0
hFeF=[h, e];
N0eF
“
“l i=0, N
0
eFhF=0, N
0
e1e2=
1
2
[e1, e2],
(27)
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where X ¥ X(hg), h, h1 ¥ h, and e, e1, e2 ¥m, define a biinvariant torsion-free
linear connection N0 onM.
Proof. This follows from a straightforward verification. L
Lemma 4.5. Given a Lie algebra g, if there exists a non-degenerate
triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g, then g admits a reductive
decomposition g=h Àm so that [h, m] …m.
Proof. Fixing any l ¥ hg, we take m=r(l)# h+. Since r(l) is non-
degenerate, by definition, we have g=h+m. On the other hand, it is
clear that dimm [ dim h+=dim g−dim h. Hence, dim h+dimm [ dim g.
Therefore g=h+m must be a direct sum. For any h ¥ h and t ¥ gg, since
r(l) is of zero weight, we have [h, r(l)# t]=r(l)# (adght). Since ad
g
ht ¥ h+
for any t ¥ gg, it follows that m=r(l)# h+ is stable under the adjoint
action of h. L
Remark. Note that, in our proof above, the decomposition g=h Àm
depends on the choice of a particular point l ¥ hg. It is not clear if
m=r(l)# h+ is independent of l.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. According to Lemma 4.5, we may find a reduc-
tive decomposition g=h Àm such that [h, m] …m. Let N0 be the
G-biinvariant torsion-free connection onM as in Lemma 4.4. According to
Lemma 4.2, one can construct a torsion-free symplectic connection N on
M. Since the symplectic structure is G×H-invariant, the resulting
symplectic connection N is G×H-invariant. It remains to show that N still
satisfies the condition that NXhF=0, -X ¥ X(M) and h ¥ h. The latter is equiv-
alent to that S(hF, X)=0. To show this identity, first note that -X ¥
X(M), N0hFX=LhFX, since N
0 is torsion-free and N0XhF=0. Hence N
0
hFw=
LhFw. However, LhFw=0 since w is invariant under the right H-action.
Thus, we have N0hFw=0. According to Eq. (26), -Y ¥ X(M), w(S(hF, X), Y)=
1
3 [(N
0
hFw)(X, Y)+(N
0
Xw)(hF, Y)]=
1
3 (N
0
Xw)(hF, Y). This implies that w
b(S(hF, X))
=13 (hF H N
0
Xw)=
1
3 N
0
X(hF H w) since N
0
XhF=0. Finally, for any i, hi H w
=dl i and from the table in Lemma 4.4, it is easy to check that
N0X(dl
i)=0, -i=1, ..., l. It thus follows that S(hi, X)=0, -i=1, ..., l.
This concludes the proof. L
In the case that r(l) ¥M2 m, the symplectic connection can be described
more explicitly.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that g=h Àm is a reductive decomposition,
{h1, ..., hl} is a basis of h, and {e1, ..., em} is a basis of m. Suppose that
r(l)=; ij r ij(l) ei N ej is a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix.
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Then the symplectic connection on M obtained from N0, using the standard
construction as in Lemma 4.4, has the form
N “
“li
“
“l j=0, N
“
“li
hj=0, N “
“li
ej=C
k
dkij(l) ek;
Nhi
“
“l j=0, Nhi hj=0, Nhi ej=[hi, ej];
Nei
“
“l j=Ck
dkij(l) ek, Nei hj=0, Neiej=
1
2 [ei, ej]+C
k
fkij(l) ek,
(28)
where dkij(l) and f
k
ij(l) are smooth functions on h
g.
Proof. The proof is essentially a straightforward computation. We omit
it here. L
Corollary 4.7. Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 4.6, if
{h1g, ..., h
l
g, e
1
g, ..., e
m
g } denotes the dual basis of {h1, ..., hl, e1, ..., e
m
g }, then
N “
“li
dl j=0, N “
“li
h jg=0, N “
“li
e jg=C
k
d jik(l) e
k
g;
Nhi dl
j=0, Nhi h
j
g=0, Nhie
j
g=ad
g
hie
j
g;
Nei dl
j=0, Nei h
j
g=−
1
2 C
k
a jike
k
g, Nei e
j
g=−C
k
d jik(l) dl
k
−(12 a
j
ik+f
j
ik(l)) e
k
g,
(29)
where the coadjoint action is defined by Oadgut, vP=−Ot, [u, v]]P, -u, v ¥ g
and t ¥ gg, and the constants akij are defined by the equation [ei, ej]=
; k akijhk(modm).
We end this section by generalizing Theorem 4.3 to the splittable trian-
gular dynamical r-matrix case. According to Corollary 2.9, one may reduce
a splittable triangular dynamical r-matrix to a non-degenerate one by
considering the Lie subalgebra g1 … g. Thus immediately we obtain the
following
Corollary 4.8. Assume that r: hg 0M2 g is a splittable triangular
dynamical r-matrix. Let M=hg×G be its associated Poisson manifold as in
Proposition 2.2, which admits a (regular) symplectic foliation. Then there
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exists a G×H-invariant torsion-free leafwise Poisson connection N satisfying
NXhF=0, for any h ¥ h and any vector field X ¥ X(M) tangent to the
symplectic foliation.
However, when a triangular dynamical r-matrix r is not splittable, such a
Poisson connection may not exist. We give a counterexample below.
Example 4.9. Consider a two dimensional Lie algebra g with basis
{h, e} satisfying the bracket relation [h, e]=ah, where a is a fixed con-
stant. Let h=Rh and r(l)=f(l) hN e, where f(l) is a smooth function. It
is simple to see that r(l) is a triangular dynamical r-matrix of rank zero,
and it is not splittable unless a=0. Nevertheless, r(l) defines a regular
rank 2 Poisson structure on the three dimensional space M=R×G with
the Poisson tensor p=hFN ddl+f(l) hFN eF, where G is a 2-dimensional Lie
group integrating the Lie algebra g. It is simple to see that the symplectic
foliation of M is spanned by the vector fields hF and ddl+f(l) eF. Let us
denote X= ddl+f(l) eF. Then, we have [hF, X]=af(l) hF. Now suppose that
N is a G×H-invariant torsion-free leafwise Poisson connection on M
satisfying the condition that NhFhF=0 and NXhF=0. Since N is torsion-free,
it follows that NhFX=[hF, X]=af(l) hF. Assume that NXX=b(l, x) hF+
c(l, x) X, where b(l, x) and c(l, x) are smooth functions on M. Then,
NXp=NX(hFNX)=hFNNXX=c(l, x) hFNX. Since N is a Poisson connec-
tion, it follows that c(l, x)=0. Finally, we still need to check that N is
G×H-invariant. It is clear that N is G-invariant iff the function b(l, x) is
independent of x ¥ G (which will be denoted by b(l)). For it to be invariant
under the right H-action, one needs the following condition:
N[hF, X]X+NX[hF, X]=[hF, NXX]=[hF, b(l) hF]=0.
It thus follows that N(af(l) hF)X+NX(af(l) hF)=0, which implies that
f2(l) a2hF+a(−dfdl) hF=0. Therefore, we arrive at the following equation
(under the assumption that a ] 0):
df
dl
=af2(l). (30)
In conclusion, we have proved that such a connection does not exist unless
f(l) is a solution of the above equation. It would be interesting to find out
what is the geometric meaning of this equation.
Remark. Our quantization method does not work for this particular
example. It is thus very natural to ask whether this dynamical r-matrix is
still quantizable. Etingof and Nikshych recently have given an affimative
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answer to this question using the so-called vertex-IRF transformation
method [14]. Their method indeed works for a large class of dynamical
r-matrices called ‘‘completely degenerate,’’ which somehow are opposite to
the non-degenerate ones considered in this paper. It would be very
interesting to see whether one could combine these two methods together
to completely solve the quantization problem for arbitary triangular
dynamical r-matrices.
5. COMPATIBLE FEDOSOV STAR PRODUCTS
In this section, we consider Fedosov star products on a symplectic
Hamiltonian H-space M, where H is an Abelian group. For the reader’s
convenience, we give a brief account of the general construction of Fedosov
star products in the Appendix. Readers may refer to that section for
various notations and formulas that are used here. What is eventually
relevant to our situation is the case where M is the symplectic manifold
hg×G corresponding to a nondegenerate dynamical r-matrix. However, we
believe that our general presentation will be of interest on its own right. We
can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let H be an Abelian group and M a symplectic Hamil-
tonian H-space with an equivariant momentum map J: M0 hg. Assume that
J is a submersion, and there exists a H-invariant symplectic connection N
such that hF is parallel for any h ¥ h; i.e., NXhF=0, -X ¥ X(M). Let f( be the
corresponding Fedosov star product on M with Weyl curvature W=w+
(w1+·· ·+( iwi+·· · ¥ Z2(M)Q(R, which satisfies the condition that ihFwi=0,
-i \ 1, -h ¥ h. Then for any f(l) ¥ C.(hg) and g(x) ¥ C.(M), we have
(Jgf) f( g(x)=C
.
k=0
1−(
2
2k 1
k!
Jg 1 “kf“l i1 · · ·“l ik 2 hi1 · · · hik g;
g(x) f( (Jgf)=C
.
k=0
1(
2
2k 1
k!
(hi1 · · · hik g) J
g 1 “kf
“l i1 · · ·“l ik
2 .
Here hF denotes the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field on M generated
by h ¥ h.
Remark. From Theorem 5.1, it follows that Jg: C.(hg)Q(R0 C.(M)Q(R
is an algebra homomorphism, where C.(hg)Q(R is equipped with pointwise
multiplication. In other words, Jg is a quantum momentum map [37]. It
would be interesting to see how to generalize this result to the case where
H is not Abelian [42].
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Applying Theorem 5.1 to the symplectic manifoldM=hg×G associated
to a nondegenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix, and using Theorem 4.3,
we obtain
Corollary 5.2. Let r: hg 0M2 g be a nondegenerate triangular dyna-
mical r-matrix and M=hg×G its associated symplectic manifold. Let N be
the symplectic connection on M as in Theorem 4.3. Suppose that W=w+
(w1+·· ·+( iwi+·· · ¥ Z2(M)G Q(R satisfies the condition that ihFwi=0,
-i \ 1, h ¥ h. Then the Fedosov star product onM corresponding to (N, W) is
a compatible star product.
Combining with Theorem 3.3, we are led to the following main result of
the paper.
Theorem 5.3. Any nondegenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix is
quantizable.
More generally, if r is a splittable triangular dynamical r-matrix, accord-
ing to Corollary 4.8, the corresponding Poisson manifold M=hg×G
admits a G×H-invariant leafwise (w.r.t. the symplectic foliation) Poisson
connection such that NXhF=0, -h ¥ h. Applying Theorem 5.1 leafwisely, we
thus have the following
Theorem 5.4. Any splittable triangular dynamical r-matrix is quantizable.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1. We will
start with the following
Proposition 5.5. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 5.1, we have
(i) For any (r, s)-type tensor S ¥T (r, s)M and h ¥ h, we have
NhFS=LhFS.
(ii) -X ¥ X(M) and i \ 1, NX(Jg dl i)=0.
(iii) Given any h ¥ W1(M), if hF H h=0, then hF H NXh=0, -X ¥ X(M).
(iv) R(X, Y, Z, W)=0, if any of the vectors X, Y, Z, W is tangent to
the H-orbits.
(v) NhFR=0, -h ¥ h.
Proof. (i) Since N is torsion-free, for any vector field X ¥ X(M), we
have
NhFX=NXhF+[hF, X]=[hF, X]=LhFX.
This implies that NhFh=LhFh for any one form h ¥ W1(M). Therefore
NhFS=LhFS for any (r, s)-type tensor S ¥T (r, s)M.
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(ii) Since J: M0 hg is a momentum map, it follows that Jg dl i=
wbhi, where wb: X(M)0 W1(M) is the isomorphism induced by the
symplectic structure w. Hence NX(Jg dl i)=NX(wbhi)=wb(NXhi)=0, since
N is a symplectic connection.
(iii) We have NX(hF H h)=(NXhF) H h+hF H NXh=hF H NXh. The claim
thus follows.
(iv) Let F denote the H-action on M. For any h ¥ h, since N
is H-invariant, it follows that -W, Y ¥ X(M), N(Fexp thfW)(Fexp thfY)=
Fexp thf(NWY). Taking the derivative at t=0, one obtains that
N[hF, W]Y+NW[hF, Y]=[hF, NWY].
Hence,
R(hF, W) Y=NhFNWY−NWNhFY−N[hF, W]Y
=[hF, NWY]−NW[hF, Y]−N[hF, W]Y
=0.
On the other hand, we know that R(Z, W) hF=0, since hF is parallel by
assumption. This means that R(X, Y, Z, W)=0 if Y=hF or Z=hF. Since
R(X, Y, Z, W) is antisymmetric with respect to W, Z, and symmetric with
respect to X, Y according to Proposition 4.1, the conclusion thus follows.
(v) Since both the connection N and the symplectic structure w are
H-invariant, the symplectic curvature R, as defined by Eq. (21), is also
H-invariant. Hence, for any h ¥ h, according to (i), NhFR=LhFR=0.
This completes the proof of the proposition. L
By K … TM, we denote the integrable distribution on M corresponding
to the H-orbits, and K+ its conormal subbundle. That is, a covector h is in
K+ iff Oh, hFP=0, -h ¥ h. For any x ¥M, by pol(K+x ), we denote the poly-
nomials on TxM generated by those linear functions corresponding to
covectors in K+x . By W
+
x , we denote the formal power series in ( with coef-
ficients in pol(K+x ). ClearlyW
+
x is a subalgebra of the Weyl algebraWx. Let
W+=1x ¥M W+x be the subbundle of W. We also consider W+ éMq K+, a
subbundle of W éMq TgM, whose space of sections is denoted by
CW+ é (L+)q. As before, let us fix a basis {h1, ..., hl} of h, and denote by
(l1, ..., l l) its induced coordinate system on hg. Since J: M0 hg is a
momentum map, we have XJ*li=hi, -i=1, ..., l. It thus follows that
Jghi=JgXJ*li=0, -i=1, ..., l, since h is Abelian. Next we need to extend
{hi, ..., hl} to a set of (local) vector fields which constitutes a basis of
tangent fibers of M. For this purpose, let {u1, ..., um} be (local) vector
fields on M tangent to the J-fibers such that {hi, ..., hl, u1, ..., um} consti-
tutes a basis of the tangent spaces of the J-fibers. Choose (local) vector
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fields {v1, ..., vl} on M such that Jgvi=
“
“li
, -i=1, ..., l, which is always
possible since J is a submersion. It is easy to see that locally
{hi, ..., hl, v1, ..., vl, u1, ..., um} constitutes a basis of the tangent fibers of
M. Let {h1g, ..., h
l
g, v
1
g, ..., v
l
g, u
1
g, ..., u
m
g } be its dual basis. Then any section
ofW é L can be written as
a=C (kak, i1 · · · ip, j1 · · · jq y i1g · · · y ipg x j1g N · · · Nx jqg , (31)
where all y ig’s and x
i
g’s are either h
i
g, v
i
g or u
i
g, and the coefficients
ak, i1 · · · ip, j1 · · · jq are covariant tensors symmetric with respect to i1 · · · ip and
antisymmetric in j1 · · · jq. It is simple to see that a section a belongs to
CW+ é (L+)q iff there are no terms involving explicit h ig’s in the above
expression.
Lemma 5.6. (i) For any i=1, ..., l, Jg dl i=v ig;
(ii) for any i, j, Nhi v
j
g=0, and Nhi h
j
g and Nhi u
j
g belong to CK
+;
(iii) for any i, j, p(v ig, h
j
g)=dij, p(v
i
g, v
j
g)=0, p(v
i
g, u
j
g)=0;
(iv) the commutatant of {v1g, ..., v
l
g} in CW is CW
+.
Proof. (i) OJg dl i, vjP=Odl i, JgvjP=Odl i,
“
“lj
P=dij. Similarly,wehave
OJg dl i, ujP=0 and OJg dl i, hjP=0. Therefore, Jg dl i=v
i
g.
(ii) According to Proposition 5.5, Nhi v
j
g=Nhi (J
gdl j)=0. Also, -k,
ONhi h
j
g, hkP=Nhi Oh
j
g, hkP−Oh
j
g, Nhi hkP=0. Hence it follows that Nhi h
j
g ¥
CK+. Similarly, we can prove that Nhi u
j
g ¥ CK+.
(iii) We have p(v ig, h
j
g)=Op
#(Jg dl i), h jgP=Ohi, h
j
gP=dij. Similarly,
we can show that p(v ig, v
j
g)=0 and p(v
i
g, u
j
g)=0.
(iv) Assume that a ¥ CW such that [a, v ig]=0, -i=1, ..., l. It thus
follows that {a, v ig}=0, where the Poisson bracket refers to the one corre-
sponding to the fiberwise symplectic structure on TM. Thus a ¥ CW+
according to (iii). L
Lemma 5.7. (i) CW+ é L+ is closed under the multiplication p as
defined by Eq. (46).
(ii) CW+ é L+ is closed under both the operators d and d−1.
(iii) CW+ é L+ is invariant under the covariant derivative NX, -X ¥
X(M).
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), note that C(K+) is invariant
under the covariant derivative NX according to Proposition 5.5(iii). Hence
CW+ é L+ is also invariant. L
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As an immediate consequence, we have the following
Corollary 5.8. If a ¥ CW+ é L+ and NhF a=0, -h ¥ h, then “a
¥ CW+ é L+.
To prove Theorem 5.1, we start with the following
Lemma 5.9. Under the same hypthesis as in Theorem 5.1, we have
c0=d−1W˜ ¥ CW+ é L+ and NhFc0=0, -h ¥ h.
Proof. According to Eq. (57), we know that W˜=W−w+R=R+
(w1+(2w2+·· · . By assumption, we have wi ¥ CW+ é L+, -i \ 1. On the
other hand, according to Proposition 5.5(iv), we know that R ¥ CW+ é L+.
Therefore, W˜ ¥ CW+ é L+. Hence c0 ¥ CW+ é L+ by Lemma 5.7.
Finally, note that for any h ¥ h, LhFwi=ihF(dwi)+d(ihFwi)=d(ihFwi)=0.
According to Proposition 5.5, we have LhFR=NhFR=0. Hence LhFW˜=0. It
thus follows that NhFc0=LhFc0=LhFd−1W˜=d−1LhFW˜=0. L
Proposition 5.10. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 5.1, the
element c, defined as in Theorem A.2, belongs to CW+ é L+ and satisfies
NhFc=0, -h ¥ h.
Proof. We prove this proposition by induction. Assume that cn ¥
CW+ é L+ and NhFcn=0, -h ¥ h. It suffices to show that cn+1 satisfies the
same conditions. By Eq. (59), cn+1 and cn are related by the following
equation:
cn+1=c0+d−1 1“cn+i( c2n 2 , -n \ 0. (32)
According to Corollary 5.8, we have “cn ¥ CW+ é L+. On the other
hand, by Lemma 5.7, c2n ¥ CW+ é L+. Hence cn+1 ¥ CW+ é L+ according
to Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.9.
Now
NhF(cn+1)=NhFc0+NhFd−1 1“cn+i( c2n 2
=LhF d−1 1“cn+i( c2n 2
=d−1 1LhF“cn+i( LhFc2n 2
=0.
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Here, in the last step, we used the relation LhF“=“LhF , which follows from
the fact that the symplectic connection is H-invariant. This concludes the
proof. L
As in the Appendix, for any a ¥ C.(M), we denote by a˜ ¥WD its parallel
lift; i.e., Da˜=0 and a˜|y=0=a. Theorem 5.1 is in fact an immediate
consequence of the following
Proposition 5.11. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 5.1,
(i) if a=Jgf for f ¥ C.(hg), then
a˜=C
.
k=0
1
k!
Jg 1 “kf“l i1 · · ·“l ik 2 v i1g · · · v ikg ; (33)
(ii) for any a ¥ C.(M),
a˜=C
.
k=0
1
k!
(hi1 · · · hika) h
i1g · · · h
ikg+T,
where the remainder T does not contain any terms which are pure polyno-
mials of h ig’s.
Proof. For (i), it suffices to prove that a˜, given by Eq. (33), is a parallel
section. According to Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.6, we have [c, a˜]=0.
Thus it follows that Da˜=−da˜+“a˜, which clearly vanishes since “v ig=0 by
Proposition 5.5(ii) and Lemma 5.6(ii).
For (ii), recall that a˜ is determined by the iteration formula
an+1=a+d−1 1“an+5 i( c, an62 . (34)
So it suffices to prove that
an=C
n
k=0
1
k!
(hi1 · · · hik a0) h
i1g · · · h
ikg+Tn,
where each term in the remainder Tn is not a pure polynomial of h
i
g’s. This
can be proved by induction again.
Assume that this assertion holds for an. To show that it still holds for
an+1, we need to analyze which terms in an would produce pure poly-
nomials of h ig’s out of Eq. (34). Since c ¥ CW+ é L+, we may ignore
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d−1[i( c, an] and only consider d
−1 “an=d−1(; i Nhi an Nh ig+; i Nvi an N v ig+
; iNui an Nu ig). From this, it is clear that those terms containing pure poly-
nomials of h ig’s arise only from d
−1(; iNhi an Nh ig). Now a general term in an
has the form (kaabc(x) vaghbgucg, where a, b, and c are multi-indices.
However,
Nhi (aabc(x) v
a
gh
b
gu
c
g)
=(hi aabc(x)) v
a
gh
b
gu
c
g+aabc(x)(Nhi v
a
g) h
b
gu
c
g
+aabc(x) v
a
g(Nhi h
b
g) u
c
g+aabc(x) v
a
gh
b
g(Nhi u
c
g)
=(hi aabc(x)) v
a
gh
b
gu
c
g+aabc(x) v
a
g(Nhi h
b
g) u
c
g+aabc(x) v
a
gh
b
g(Nhi u
c
g).
According to Lemma 5.6, neither Nhi h
b
g nor Nhi u
c
g will be a pure polynomial
of h ig’s. Hence to produce a pure h
i
g-polynomial term, one needs that
a=c=0. And in this case, the resulting pure h ig-polynomial term is
(k(hi a0b0(x)) hbg . In conclusion, only pure h ig-polynomial terms in an can
give rise to pure h ig-polynomial terms in d
−1“an. Hence the pure
h ig-polynomial terms in an+1 is a0+;nk=0 1k! 1k+1 hi(hi1 · · · hika0) h igh i1g · · · h ikg ,
which clearly equals to ;n+1k=0 1k! (hi1 · · · hik a0) h i1g · · · h ikg . This concludes the
proof. L
6. CLASSIFICATION
This section is devoted to the classification of quantization of a non-
degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix. Our method relies heavily on the
classification result for star products on a symplectic manifold. First, let us
introduce the following:
Definition 6.1. Two quantizations F(l) and E(l) of a triangular
dynamical r-matrix are said to be equivalent if there exists a T(l): hg 0
(Ug)h Q(R satisfying the condition that T(l)=1(mod () and e(T(l))=1
such that
E(l)=DT(l)−1 F(l) T1(l−
1
2 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1)). (35)
To justify this definition, we need the following result, which interprets
this equivalence in terms of star products.
Theorem 6.2. Given a compatible star product f( on the Poisson
manifold (M, p) associated to a triangular dynamical r-matrix r(l), assume
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that T(l): hg 0 (Ug)h Q(R satisfies the condition that T(l)=1(mod () and
e(T(l))=1. Then the f-product:
f f(6 g=TF −1(TFf f( TF g), -f, g ¥ C.(M) (36)
is still a compatible star-product. Moreover, if f, g ¥ C.(G), then
f f(6 g=E(l)(f, g), (37)
where E(l) is given by Eq. (35).
Thus we are led to the following
Definition 6.3. Compatible star-products f( and f(6 are said to be
strongly equivalent iff they are related by Eq. (36) for some T(l): hg 0
(Ug)h Q(R satisfying the property that T(l)=1(mod () and e(T(l))=1.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.2 is the following:
Corollary 6.4. If F(l) is a quantization of a triangular dynamical
r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g and T(l): hg 0 (Ug)h Q(R satisfies the condition that
T(l)=1(mod () and e(T(l))=1, then
E(l)=DT(l)−1 F(l) T1(l−
1
2 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1))
is also a quantization of r(l).
Due to this fact, Definition (6.1) is well justified. Indeed, Theorem 6.2
allows us to reduce the classification problem of quantizations of a trian-
gular dynamical r-matrix to that of strongly equivalent star products onM.
Remark. Let RE(l)=E21(l)−1 E12(l) and RF(l)=F21(l)−1 F12(l). It is
easy to see that they are related by
RE(l)=T2(l−
1
2 (h (1))−1 T1(l+12 (h (2))−1 RF(l) T1(l− 12 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1)).
(38)
Alternatively, we may define a quantization of a triangular dynamical
r-matrix r(l) to be an element R(l)=1+(r(l)+· · · ¥ Ug é UgQ(R satisfy-
ing the QDYBE, and define an equivalence of quantizations by Eq. (38).
This definition sounds weaker than our original one. We do not know,
however, at this moment whether these two definitions are equivalent. It
would be interesting to have this clarified.
To prove Theorem 6.2, we need a lemma.
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Lemma 6.5. Assume that T(l): hg 0 (Ug)h Q(R is as in Theorem 6.2,
then
(i) (adh)n (T é 1)=(−12)n; i1 · · · in “
nT
“li1 · · ·“lin
é hi1 · · · hin ;
(ii) G(T é 1) G−1=T1(l− 12 (h (2));
(iii) G(1 é T) G−1=T2(l+12 (h (1));
(iv) G(T é T) G−1=T1(l− 12 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1)).
Proof. (i) We prove this equation by induction. Obviously, it holds
for n=0. Assume that it holds for n=k. Now
(adh)k+1 (T é 1)
=adh 51−122k Ci1 · · · ik “
kT
“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik
6
=1−1
2
2k 1
2
C
i1 · · · ik
C
i
15hi é ““l i , “
kT
“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik
6
−5 ““l i é hi, “
kT
“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik
62
=1−1
2
2k+1 C
i1 · · · ik+1
“k+1T
“l i1 · · ·“l ik+1 é hi1 · · · hik+1 .
(ii) We have
G(T é 1) G−1=exp(( adh)(T é 1)
=C
.
k=0
1
k!
(( adh)k (T é 1)
=C
.
k=0
1
k!
1−(
2
2k “kT
“l i1 · · ·“l ik é hi1 · · · hik
=T1 1l−12 (h (2)2 .
(iii) is proved similarly, and (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii). L
Proof of Theorem 6.2. If f, g ¥ C.(hg), then TFf=f and TF g=g since
e(T)=1. Hence
TF −1(TFf f( TF g)=fg.
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Now if f ¥ C.(hg) and g ¥ C.(G),
TFf f( TF g=f f( TF g
=GF (f, TF g)
=G(1 é T)(f, g) (by Lemma 6.5)
=T21l+12 (h (1)2 G(f, g)
=C
.
k=0
1
k!
1(
2
2k 1hi1 · · · hik é “kT“l i1 · · ·“l ik 2 G(f, g)
=(1 é T) G(f, g)
=TF(f f( g).
Here in the last equality, we used the fact that TF does not involve any
derivative “
“li
. So we have proved that TF −1(TFf f( TF g)=GF (f, g).
Finally, assume that f, g ¥ C.(G). According to Theorem 3.8,
TFf f( TF g=(F(l) G)(TFf, TF g)
=F(l) G(T é T)(f, g) (by Lemma 6.5)
=F(l) T1(l−
1
2 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1)) G(f, g).
It thus follows that
TF −1(TFf f( TF g)=DT(l)−1 F(l) T1(l− 12 (h (2)) T2(l+12 (h (1)) G(f, g)
=E(l) G(f, g).
This concludes the proof. L
The rest of the section is devoted to the classification of strongly equiva-
lent classes of compatible star products on M=hg×G. The classification
of star products on a general symplectic manifold was studied by many
authors, for example, see [8, 11, 34, 36, 37]. Here we follow the elementary
approach due to Bertelson et al. [7] concerning invariant star products.
First we prove
Theorem 6.6. Let M=hg×G be the symplectic manifold corresponding
to a non-degenerate dynamical r-matrix r(l). Two compatible Fedosov
f-products are strongly equivalent iff their Weyl curvatures Wg and W
are strongly cohomologous; i.e., Wg−W=dh, where h ¥ W1(M)Q(R is
G×H-invariant and satisfies ihFh=0, -h ¥ h.
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From now on, in this section, by M we always mean the symplectic
manifold hg×G associated with a non-degenerate dynamical r-matrix. Let
g=h Àm be a reductive decomposition as in Lemma 4.5, and {h1, ..., hl} a
basis in h, and {e1, ..., em} a basis of m. If we choose vi=
“
“li
and ui=ei,
then {hi, ..., hl, v1, ..., vl, u1 · · · , um} constitutes a local (in fact global in this
case) basis of tangent fibers ofM, which satisfies all the required properties
as in the construction preceding Lemma 5.6. In what follows, we will fix
such a choice and denote by {h1g, ..., h
l
g, v
1
g, ..., v
l
g, u
1
g, ..., u
m
g } its dual basis.
Lemma 6.7. Assume that D is an Abelian connection defining a compa-
tible f-product onM as in Corollary 5.2. For any a ¥ C.(M), let
a˜=C (kDk, abc(a) vaghbgucg ¥ C(W) (39)
be its parallel lift, where a, b, and c are multi-indices and Dk, abc are certain
differential operators on M. If an operator Dk, abc involves a derivative of
l ¥ hg, then the corresponding term satisfies |a| > 0.
Proof. As is known, a˜ is given by the iteration formula
an+1=a0+d−1 1“an+5 i( c, an62 ,
so it suffices to show that an possesses such a property for any n, which we
shall prove by induction.
Assume that an possesses this property, and we need to show that so
does an+1. Let (kDk, abc(a) vaghbgucg be a term in an+1, where Dk, abc involves a
derivative of l. There are two possible sources that this term may come
from. One is from d−1[i( c, an]. Since this operation does not affect the part
involving derivatives on a, so it must come from a term having the form
d−15 i( c, (kŒDk, abc(a) vaŒg hbŒg ucŒg 6 , (40)
where (kŒDk, abc(a) vaŒg hbŒg ucŒg is one of the terms in an. By assumption, we
know that |aŒ| > 0. Since c ¥ CW+ é L+, it follows from Lemma 5.6 that
any resulting term in Eq. (40) has at least a factor vagŒ.
Another possible source is from d−1(“an). Now
d−1 “an=C
i
(N “
“li
an) v
i
g+C
i
(Nhi an) h
i
g+C
i
(Nei an) u
i
g.
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If it arises from the first term, we are done. Assume that it comes from the
second term: (Nhi an) h
i
g. Let (kDk, abc(a) vaghbgucg be a general term in an; then
Nhi ((kDk, abc(a) vaghbgucg)=(k(hiDk, abc)(a) vaghbgucg+(kDk, abc(a) vag(Nhi hbg) ucg
+(kDk, abc(a) vaghbg(Nhi ucg).
From this equation, it is clear that Dk, abc must already contain some deriv-
ative of l ¥ hg. The conclusion thus follows from the inductive assumption.
A similar argument applies when it arises from the last term (Nei an) u
i
g.
This concludes the proof. L
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Our proof here is essentially a modification of
the proof of Corollary 5.5.4 in [21].
‘‘Necessity.’’ Let
D=−d+“+i( [c, · ], and
Dg=−d+“+
i
( [cg, · ]
be the Abelian connections with Weyl curvatures W and Wg, respectively,
and A: WD 0WD* an isomorphism of algebras. It is standard that A lifts to
an automorphism of the Weyl bundle W, which will be denoted by the
same symbol A: W0W. Then A is G×H-equivariant. As in [21], we may
assume that A(a)=U p a p U−1 for some U ¥ CW+, -a ¥W. We may also
assume that U is G×H-invariant since A is G×H-equivariant. By assump-
tion, we also know that Aa=a if a=;.0 1k! “
ka0
“li1 · · ·“lik
v i1g · · · v
i
gk, -a0 ¥ C.(hg),
which is the parallel lift of a0 according to Proposition 5.11. This implies
that U commutes with v ig, i=1, ..., l, and therefore U ¥ CW++ according to
Lemma 5.6. Consider another Abelian connection: D˜a=(A p D p A−1)(a)=
U p D(U−1aU) p U−1=Da−[DU p U−1, a]. Then D˜ has the same Weyl
curvature as D (see Theorem 5.5.3 and Corollary 5.5.4 in [21]), which is
assumed to be W. On the other hand,
Dg a−D˜a=
i
( [cg− c−i((DU p U
−1), a]
=
i
( [Dc, a]. (41)
Since U ¥ CW++ and cg, c ¥ CW+ é L+, it follows that Dc ¥ CW+ é L+. It
is also clear that Dc is G×H-invariant. Moreover, from Eq. (41), it follows
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that [Dc, a]=0, if a ¥WD*. Hence Dc is a scalar form. Thus Wg−W=dDc.
Clearly, Dc is G×H-invariant and ihFDc=0, -h ¥ h.
‘‘Sufficiency’’. Assume that Wg−W=dh, h ¥ W1(M)Q(R is G×H-
invariant and ihFh=0, -h ¥ h. Let W(t)=W+tdh and Dt=−d+“+
i
( [c(t), · ] be the Abelian connection with Weyl curvature W(t), where c(t)
is as in Theorem A.2, satisfying d−1c(t)=0.
Let H(t) ¥ CW be the solution of the equation DtH(t)=−h+c˙(t)
satisfying H(t)|y=0=0. Then H(t) is G×H-invariant since Dt, h, c(t) are
all G×H-invariant. On the other hand, since c(t) ¥ CW+ é L+ according
to Proposition 5.10, and h ¥ CL+ by assumption, it follows that H(t) ¥
CW+.
According to Theorem 5.5.3 [21], the solution of the Heisenberg
equation
da˜
dt
+[H(t), a˜]=0 (42)
establishes an isomorphism WD 0WD*, which is given by a˜(0)0 a˜(1). In
fact, Dt a˜(t)=0 if Da˜(0)=0.
Clearly, this correspondence is G×H-equivariant since H(t) is G×H-
invariant. So its corresponding formal differential operator T: C.(M)Q(R0
C.(M)Q(R is G×H-invariant. Finally it remains to show that T, as a
formal differential operator, does not involve any derivative of l ¥ hg.
To show this, for any a ¥ C.(M), let a˜ ¥WD be its parallel lift, and a˜(t)
the solution of Eq. (42) satisfying the initial condition a˜(0)=a˜. Then
Dt a˜(t)=0. Also, let a(t)=a˜(t)|y=0. Write
a˜(t)=C (kDt, k, abc(a(t)) v aghbgu cg.
If an operator Dt, k, abc involves a derivative to l ¥ hg, we know that
a ] 0 according to Lemma 6.7. Since H(t) ¥ CW+, it thus follows that
[H(t), Dt, k, abc(a(t)) v
a
gh
b
gu
c
g]|y=0=0. This implies that [H(t), a˜(t)]|y=0
=Dta(t), where Dt is a formal differential operator on M involving no
derivatives of l ¥ hg. Now Eq. (42) implies that
da(t)
dt
+Dt(a(t))=0.
Therefore the equivalence operator T: C.(M)Q(R0 C.(M)Q(R, which
sends a(0) to a(1), does not involve any derivative of l ¥ hg. This concludes
the proof. L
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As in [7], by Ckdiff, 0(M), we denote the space of differential Hochschild
k-cochains on C.(M) (i.e., k-multidifferential operators on M) vanishing
on constants and denote by b: Ckdiff, 0(M)0 C
k+1
diff, 0(M) the Hochschild
co-boundary operator.
Proposition 6.8. Suppose that f( and f −( are two compatible star-
products onM:
u f( v=C
.
k=0
(kCk(u, v), u f −( v=C
.
k=0
(kC −k(u, v), -u, v ¥ C.(M).
Assume that f( and f −( coincide with each other up to order n; i.e.,
Ck=C
−
k, 0 [ k [ n. Then
(i) (Cn+1−C
−
n+1)(u, v)=BF(u, v)+(bEF )(u, v), where B ¥C2(hg, (M2 g)h)
is a dr 2-cocycle (i.e., drB=0) and E: hg 0 (Ug)h. Here dr denotes the
coboundary operator defined by Eq. (9).
(ii) C1=
1
2 { · , · }+bc1 for some c1 ¥ C
.(hg, (Ug)h).
(iii) If B=drX, X ¥ C.(hg, gh), then the formal operator T=
1+(nXF+(n+1E1 transforms f( to another star-product, which coincides with
f −( up to order n+1. Here E1=E(u)−[X, c1].
Proof. We use an argument similar to that in [7].
(i) By definition, if either u or v is in C.(hg), we have u f( v=
u f −( v=GF (u, v), which implies that (Cn+1−C −n+1)(u, v)=0.
On the other hand, as is well known, Cn+1−C
−
n+1 is a Hochschild
2-cocycle [7, 37]. Hence we may write
Cn+1−C
−
n+1=S+bT,
where S ¥ C(M2 TM) and T is a Hochschild 1-cochain. Since S and bT are,
respectively, the skew-symmetric and symmetric parts of Cn+1−C
−
n+1, they
share many common properties as Cn+1−C
−
n+1. In particular, both of them
are G×H-invariant and vanish when one of the argument u or v belongs to
C.(hg). This implies that S=BF , for some B ¥ C.(hg, (M2 g)h). It is also
standard [7, 37] that S satisfies the equation [p, S]=0, which is equiva-
lent to drB=0 according to the remark following Proposition 2.11.
NowM=hg×G clearly admits a G×H-invariant (in fact G-biinvariant)
connection. Since bT is G×H-invariant, according to Proposition 2.1 in
[7], we can assume that T is a G×H-invariant 1-cochain. Since (bT)(u, v)
=0, -u, v ¥ C.(hg), we have u(Tv)−T(uv)+(Tu) v=0. On the other hand,
since Tu is G-invariant, it must be a function of l ¥ hg only; i.e.,
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Tu ¥ C.(hg). Hence the restriction of the operator T to C.(hg) defines a
vector field Y on hg. Now since (bT)(u, v)=0, -u ¥ C.(hg), it follows that
(T−Y)(uv)=u(T−Y)(v), -u ¥ C.(hg), v ¥ C.(M).
Hence T−Y does not involve any derivative with respect to l ¥ hg. Since
T−Y is G×H-invariant, it follows that T−Y=EF for some E: hg 0 (Ug)h.
Therefore, bT=bEF .
(ii) It is standard that C1=
1
2 { · , · }+bc
−
1, where c
−
1 is a Hochschild
1-cochain. By repeating an argument similar to that in (i), we can prove
that c −1 can be chosen so that c
−
1=c1 for some c1 ¥ C.(hg, (Ug)h).
(iii) If B=drX, then BF=[p, XF ] according to the remark following
Proposition 2.11. It is easy to check that the operator T=1+(nXF+(n+1E1
transforms f( to another star-product, which coincides with f −( up to order
n+1. L
As a consequence, we have
Corollary 6.9. If r is a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix
and M=hg×G its associated symplectic manifold, then every compatible
f-product on M is strongly equivalent to a Fedosov f-product as constructed
in Corollary 5.2.
Proof. This follows essentially from the same argument as in the proof
of Proposition 4.1 in [7]. We will omit it here. L
Combining with Theorem 6.6, we thus have proved:
Theorem 6.10. Let M=hg×G be the symplectic manifold associated
with a non-degenerate triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g. Then the
equivalent classes of compatible f-products onM are classified by the relative
Lie algebra cohomology (with coefficients being formal power series of ()
H2(g, h)Q(R.
Using Theorem 6.2, we are thus led to the following
Theorem 6.11. The equivalence classes of quantization of a non-degen-
erate triangular dynamical r-matrix r: hg 0M2 g are classified by the relative
Lie algebra cohomology (with coefficients being formal power series of ()
H2(g, h)Q(R.
Remark. It would be interesting to see if this theorem can be proved by
directly applying the usual classification theorem of star products on a
symplectic manifold. One of the difficulties is that the characteristic class of
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a star product is usually difficult to computer. Recently, Tsygan comes up
a nice way of redefining the characteristic class using the jet bundle. This
may shed some new light on our problem.
Inspired by Kontesvich’s formality theorem, we end this section with the
following:
Conjecture. For an arbitrary classical triangular dynamical r-matrix
r: hg 0M2 g, the quantization is classified by Mr(gQ(R, h), the formal
neighbourhood of r in the moduli spaceM(gQ(R, h).
APPENDIX
In this section, we recall some basic ingredients of the Fedosov con-
struction of f-products on a symplectic manifold, as well as some useful
notations, which are used throughout the paper. For details, readers should
consult [20, 21].
Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. Then, each
tangent space TxM is equipped with a linear symplectic structure, which
can be quantized using the standard Moyal–Weyl product. The resulting
space is denoted byWx. More precisely,
Definition A.1. A formal Weyl algebra Wx associated to TxM is an
associative algebra with a unit over C, whose elements consist of formal
power series in ( with coefficients being formal polynomials in TxM. In
other words, each element has the form
a(y, ()=C (kak, a ya, (43)
where y=(y1, ..., y2n) is a linear coordinate system on TxM, a=
(a1, ..., a2n) is a multi-index, ya=(y1)a1 · · · (y2n)a2n, and ak, a are constants.
The product is defined according to the Moyal–Weyl rule:
a f b=C
.
k=0
1(
2
2k 1
k!
p i1j1 · · ·p ikjk
“ka
“y i1 · · ·“y ik
“kb
“y j1 · · ·“y jk . (44)
Let W=1x ¥M Wx. Then W is a bundle of algebras over M, called the
Weyl bundle. Its space of sections CW forms an associative algebra with
unit under the fiberwise multiplications. One may think of W as a ‘‘quan-
tum tangent bundle’’ of M, whose space of sections CW gives rise to a
deformation quantization for the tangent bundle TM, considered as a
Poisson manifold with fiberwise linear symplectic structures. As in [20], by
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W+ we denote the extension of the algebra W consisting of those elements
described as follows:
(i) elements a ¥W+ are given by series (43), but the powers of ( can
be both positive and negative;
(ii) the total degree 2k+|a| of any term of the series is nonnegative;
(iii) there exists a finite number of terms with a given nonnegative
total degree.
The center Z(W) of CW consists of sections not containing y’s, thus can
be naturally identified with C.(M)Q(R. By assigning degrees to y’s and (
with deg y i=1 and deg (=2, there is a natural filtration
C.(M) … C(W1) … · · ·C(Wi) … C(Wi+1) · · · … C(W)
with respect to the total degree (e.g., any individual term in the summation
of the RHS of Eq. (43) has degree 2k+|a|.)
A differential q-form with values in W is a section of the bundle
W éMq TgM, which can be expressed locally as
a(x, y, (, dx)=C (kak, i1 · · · ip, j1 · · · jq y i1 · · · y ipdx j1N · · · Ndx jq. (45)
Here the coefficient ak, i1 · · · ip, j1 · · · jq is a covariant tensor symmetric with
respect to i1 · · · ip and antisymmetric in j1 · · · jq. For short, we denote the
space of these sections by CW é Lq. There is an associative product p on
CW é Lg, which naturally extends the multiplication f on CW and the
wedge product on Lg:
(a é h) p (b é w)=(a f b) é (hNw), -a, b ¥ CW, and h, w ¥ Lg. (46)
The usual exterior derivative on differential forms extends, in a straight-
forward way, to an operator d onW-valued differential forms:
da=C
i
dx iN “a“y i , -a ¥ CW é L
g. (47)
By d−1, we denote its ‘‘inverse’’ operator defined by
d−1a=C
i
1
p+q
y i 1 ““x i H a2 (48)
when p+q > 0 and d−1a=0 when p+q=0, where a ¥ CW é Lq is homo-
geneous of degree p in y.
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There is a ‘‘Hodge’’-decomposition,
a=dd−1a+d−1da+a00, -a ¥ CW é Lg, (49)
where a00(x) is the constant term of a, i.e., the 0-form term of a|y=0 or
a00(x)=a(x, 0, 0, 0). The operator d possesses most of the basic properties
of the usual exterior derivatives. For example,
d2=0 and (d−1)2=0.
It is also clear that both d and d−1 commute with the Lie derivative; i.e.,
-X ¥ X(M),
LX p d=d p LX, and LX p d−1=d−1 p LX. (50)
Let N be a torsion-free symplectic connection onM and
“: CW0 CW é L1
be its induced covariant derivative.
Consider a connection onW of the form
D=−d+“+i( [c, · ], (51)
with c ¥ CW é L1.
Clearly, D is a derivation with respect to the Moyal–Weyl product; i.e.,
D(a f b)=a f Db+Da f b, -a, b ¥ CW. (52)
A simple calculation yields that
D2a=−5 i( W, a6 , -a ¥ CW, (53)
where
W=w−R+dc−“c− i( c
2. (54)
Here R=14 Rijkl y
iy j dxkNdx l, and Rijkl=wimRmjkl is the curvature tensor of
the symplectic connection as defined by Eq. (21).
A connection of the form (51) is called Abelian if W is a scalar 2-form;
i.e., W ¥ W2(M)Q(R. It is called a Fedosov connection if it is Abelian and in
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addition c ¥ CW3 é L1. For an Abelian connection, the Bianchi identity
implies that dW=DW=0; i.e., W ¥ Z2(M)Q(R. In this case, W is called the
Weyl curvature.
Theorem A.2 (Fedosov [21]). Let N be a torsion-free symplectic con-
nection and W=w+(w1+·· · ¥ Z2(M)Q(R a perturbation of the symplectic
form in the space Z2(M)Q(R. There exists a unique c ¥ CW3 é L1 such that
D, given by Eq. (51), is a Fedosov connection, which has W as the Weyl
curvature and satisfies
d−1c=0.
Proof. It suffices to solve the equation
w−R+dc−“c− i( c
2=W. (55)
This is equivalent to
dc=W˜+“c+i( c
2, (56)
where
W˜=W−w+R. (57)
Applying the operator d−1 to Eq. (56) and using the Hodge decomposition
(Eq. (49)), we obtain
c=d−1W˜+d−1 1“c+i( c22 . (58)
Note that c00=0 since c is a 1-form.
Take c0=d−1W˜, and consider the iteration equation
cn+1=c0+d−1 1“cn+i( c2n 2 , -n \ 0. (59)
Since the operator “ preserves the filtration and d−1 raises it by 1,
cn defined by Eq. (59) converges to a unique c ¥ CW é L1, which is clearly
a solution to Eq. (58). Moreover since c0 is at least of degree 3, c is indeed
an element in CW3 é L1. L
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Theorem A.2 indicates that a Fedosov connection D is uniquely deter-
mined by a torsion-free symplectic connection N and a Weyl curvature
W=;.i=0 ( iwi ¥ Z2(M)Q(R. For this reason, we will say that D is a
Fedosov connection corresponding to the pair (N, W).
If D is a Fedosov connection, the space of all parallel sections WD
automatically becomes an associative algebra. Let s denote the projection
fromWD to its center C.(M)Q(R defined by s(a)=a|y=0.
Theorem A.3 (Fedosov [21]). For any a0(x, () ¥ C.(M)Q(R there is
a unique section a ¥WD such that s(a)=a0. Therefore, s establishes an
isomorphism betweenWD and C.(M)Q(R as vector spaces.
Proof. The equation Da=0 can be written as
da=“a+5 i( c, a6 .
Applying the operator d−1, it follows from the Hodge decomposition
(Eq. (49)) that
a=a0+d−1 1“a+5 i( c, a62 . (60)
In analogy to the proof of Theorem A.2, we can solve this equation by the
iteration formula:
an+1=a+d−1 1“an+5 i( c, an62 . L (61)
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